Key west
ARMCHAIRS

New and appealing design for the Key West swivel chair. Featuring sinuous and rounded shapes, it has an enveloping seatback in polished golden metal and a comfortable seat characterized by the decorative note of the new printed silk Dakota, with its typical jungle mood. Sensuality, warmth and charm: the perfect ingredients to create a seductive and relaxing setting in your home.
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Structure in multi-layer wood and foam. Upholstery in fabric or leather from the collection. Swivel base in beech wood available in black matt lacquered finishing. Optional metal back in gold finishing. RC logo in melted brass available in platinum or golden finishing.
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KEY.221.A

Swivel armchair

Standard features
L 80 D 90 H 83 cm
L 31.5 H 32.68 in
UPHOLSTERY

Leather cat. A
Leather cat. B
Fabric cat. A
Fabric cat. B
Fabric cat. C

See the detailed files in the "Technical information" section
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STRUCTURE

Wood

Mat
lacquered
black
OPTIONALS STRUCTURE

Metal back
  in gold
  finishing